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Taraxacum kok-saghyz (TK) roots, an alternative source

of natural rubber, must be harvested and dried before

being processed to extract the TK natural rubber (TNR).

This study investigated the effect of drying temperature

on TNR yield as measured by NIR. TK roots (mean of

2.09 ± 0.43 g/root) were thin-layer dried at temperatures

of 32°, 43°, 54° and 100°C for six days. NIR analysis

showed TNR concentration of roots was significantly

lower (p = 0.05) when dried at 100°C compared to

drying at 32°, 43° or 54° C. The highest TNR

concentration was 54.5 ± 1.6 mgTNR/groot (db) for drying

at 32°C and the maximum total TNR was 118 ± 17

mgTNR/root. It is hypothesized that the decrease in TNR

concentration as temperature increased may have been

due to changes in the rubber molecules instead of a

decrease in actual rubber content. Additional analyses

using accelerated solvent extraction (ASE) are planned

to further evaluate the effect of drying temperature on

TNR yield. Additional studies are also proposed.

Natural rubber, because of its unique elastic properties,

is a key component of many products. Currently, the

U.S and other countries are dependent on a single

species, Hevea brasiliensis, for fulfilling their natural

rubber demands. The Taraxacum kok-saghyz (TK)

plant, which contains rubber in its roots, has been

identified as an alternative source of natural rubber

(TNR). To recover this rubber TK roots must be

harvested, dried and stored before being processed.

Many studies have looked at the effect of temperature

on the physical properties and chemical composition of

plant based materials. For example Hansen et al.2

measured the effect of drying temperature from 30° to

60°C on Taxol yield from Taxus plants and showed that

highest yields were obtained by drying at 60°C. Cornish

et al.1 and Pearson et al.3 measured the effect of drying

temperature on rubber and resin yields from guayule

and showed that temperatures up to 50°C did not affect

subsequent extraction of resin and rubber, but 75°C and

above did. Currently, little information is available in the

literature on the impact of drying temperature on rubber

quantity/quality in TK roots. This study investigated the

effect of drying temperature on potential rubber yield by

analyzing TNR (mgTNR/groot) concentration in TK roots

using NIR.

Studies were conducted on TK plant roots to determine

the effect of drying temperature on TNR yield. Analysis

of dried roots using NIR showed TNR concentration of

roots was significantly lowered as temperature

increased, with maximum TNR concentration of 54.5

mgTNR/groot for a drying temperature of 32°C. Results

also showed the highest total TNR per root of 117-119

mgTNR/root occurred for 32-43°C. These results parallel

those of Cornish et al.1, which showed that drying

temperatures >75°C reduced rubber yields in guayule.

Their results suggested 50°C as a threshold for drying;

whereas, the current studies found that 32°C gave the

highest TNR concentration.

It is hypothesized that the decrease in TNR

concentration as temperature increased may have been

due to changes in the rubber molecules instead of a

decrease in actual rubber content. Planned tests using

ASE (accelerated solvent extraction) analysis to confirm

that TNR concentration is reduced by high temperature

drying have not been completed at this time. Also,

additional studies have been proposed to investigate

the molecular weight of rubber extracted from the dried

roots, using gel permeation chromatography, to assess

rubber quality.

In this study drying time was ≈ 6 days even though at

high temperatures moisture dropped to safe storage

levels (<10%) in as little as 1 day for N-100. Future

studies are needed to investigate the effect of drying

time and temperature interaction on TNR concentration

in dried roots before they are processed for rubber.
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ABSTRACT

The average TK root weight ranged from 1.82 g to 2.32 g for the treatments, with

an average of 2.09 ± 0.43 g, and average initial moisture (wb) was 74.4 ± 0.5%. No
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fig 1. Prepared TK roots and tops

In November 2016, 360 TK plants were harvested from an Ohio farm and randomly

divided into 20 replicates. For each replicate, dirt was shaken off and plants

weighed. Tops were removed at the base of the crown using pruning shears, with

tops and roots placed in wire baskets (fig 1) and weighed. Tops and roots of 5

replicates were dried at 32°, 43°, 54° or 100°C with drying time and weight recorded

at intervals of 2± hours until a constant weight was

reached. For each replication, roots were ground,

subsampled and analyzed for TNR content by NIR.

Final weight after drying was used to calculate root

weights (groot/plant), moisture content of fresh roots

(wb), TNR concentration (mgTNR/groot), and total TNR

(mg/root). Comparison of mean values between

variables was done using student t or Tukey-Kramer

HSD for α= 0.05.

Fig 2. Moisture content (wb) vs. drying time for TK

roots at 320, 430, 540, 1000C

statistical difference (t test at α = 0.05) was found

between treatments. Drying data for the roots as

a function of time are presented in fig. 2.

Fig 3 shows the average TNR concentration for

the roots dried at 4 temperatures. Results

showed that the TNR concentration of roots

based on NIR analysis was significantly lower

(Tukey-Kramer HSD for α= 0.05) when drying at

100°C compared to drying at 32°, 43° or 54°C.

Fig 3. TNR concentration of TK roots dried at 32o, 43o,

54o and 100o C, based on NIR analysis. Note: Means

with same letters are not statistically different at α =

0.05.

Fig 4. Total TNR content of TK roots dried at 32o, 43o,

54o and 100o C, based on NIR analysis. Note: Means

with same letters are not statistically different at α =

0.05.

Results also indicated the TNR concentration

was significantly higher for drying at 32°C

compared to the other temperatures. The

highest total TNR content of 54.5 ± 1.6

mgTNR/groot (db) occurred for drying at 32°C.

Calculation of total TNR, i.e., total rubber per

root, is shown in fig 4. Results indicated that the

total TNR, based on NIR analysis, was

significantly higher (Tukey-Kramer HSD for α=

0.05) when roots were dried at 32° and 43°C

compared to drying at 54° or 100°C. This

calculated result was impacted by the large

variability in root size, i.e., total TNR = TNR

(mg/g) * root size (g). The highest total TNR

content was about 117-119 mgTNR/root (db) and

occurred for drying at 32° and 43°C. A

regression on total TNR for all data sets versus

root size (data not shown) gave an R2 value of

0.15, indicating no correlation between root size

and total TNR based on NIR results.
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